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● Outlines a reweighting procedure using high-mass resonance samples

● Demonstration of reweighting procedure in gluon fusion
○ Also include comparisons for SM scalar (g1=2) vs pseudoscalar (g4=5.10)

● Demonstration of reweighting procedure in VBF

● Comparison of VBS component between LO generation and reweighted NLO sim.
○          and       are compared today

● Thanks for the inputs given by CMS experts and JHUGen developers:
○ High-mass NLO POWHEG+JHUGen signal simulation taken from CMS @ 

LHE level
○ LO re-weighting applied using JHUGen/MELA framework
○ LO off-shell LHE samples produced with JHUGen+MCFM framework



Motivation for sample combination
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● Model QCD NLO effects using POWHEG Higgs samples, generated with different 
pole mass (for ggH and VBF productions)
a. ggH mass points: [200, 300, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000]
b. VBF mass points: [200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000]

● Each sample has great stats near (relatively) their pole mass
● Smooth distribution desired across the entire mass spectrum
● Reweight these high-mass samples using MELA techniques:

a. Correct the BR evolution from POWHEG
b. Apply ME reweighting using LO MEs
c. POWHEG uses CPS line-shape, re-weight to BW(125).
d. Variation of weights depends on the invariant mass, so combination of pole 

mass points needs to be treated in bins of m_ZZ
e. Different hypotheses achieved by applying different MEs in the numerator of 

weights
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BR evolution

CPS parameterization in 
POWHEG acts agnostically for the 
decay of the Higgs, it multiplies:

ME(prod.)*CPS 
by
m_ZZ*Gamma_H

where Gamma_H is read off from 
YR2 values.

Decay is done with JHUGen, 
which does not alter m_ZZ line 
shape. But given m_ZZ value, it 
takes care of particle correlations 
accurately.

P_dec(m_ZZ)/(m_ZZ*Gamma_H) 
added as additional weight by 
JHUGen to correct mZZ 
lineshape.

thanks to H. Roskes and JHUGen devs



ME computation
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● In the latest CMS off-shell analysis, JHUGen+MCFM matrix elements (LO in QCD) to reweight 
high mass gluon fusion, VBF, VH samples (which are themselves NLO in QCD)

● For gluon fusion, radiation is not necessarily soft, and can only reweight gg->ZZ component.
● For VBF or VH, NLO corrections are found to be approximately consistent with soft-collinear 

approximation:
○ NLO topology can be approximated to a leading order topology by merging the incoming or 

radiated gluons back to the closest quark in 4-vector dot product.
○ Shown below are the LO-equivalent m_jj with three different merging schemes (black: JHUGen 

LO, dark blue: no merging, pick the two leading-pT quarks, green: merge only outgoing gluons 
to outgoing quarks, cyan: consider incoming gluons and quarks in addition in merging)

* considering all 
incoming and outgoing 
particles in merging 
matches LO simulation 
best

SM
pseudoscalar
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m_H out of the box

- m_ZZ is the invariant mass used for the sample

- Next, use gg samples to demonstrate the reweighting procedure
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xsec*ME(SM Higgs) (*K^NNLO_gg)

POWHEG CPS parametrization 
only valid up to 1 TeV in m_H. 
Above this value, parameters as 
taken the same as m_H=1 TeV.

ME reweighting uses BW propagator 
to m_H=125 GeV.

If CPS reweighting is not included, 
expect mismatches due to residual 
peaks.
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After CPS correction (gg)

After CPS correction 
the shapes now 
agree with each 
other

Next, combine 
samples to improve 
the stat. fluctuations
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Combination procedure

- for each mass window 
(defined between mass of 
the samples):

is ‘independent’ of the overall 
yield of a particular sample

- calculate a weight:

for events of sample (i0) 
inside the j’th window

* N_eff calculated with sig 
g1=2 hypothesis (matching 
previous slide)
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Final combination (gg)

Signal distribution after combination 
agrees with the distribution from the 
individual mass points.

Shown are
gg bkg (blue),
SM signal (red), SM total (green), 
pseudoscalar sig. (magenta) and total (gold)

Decent agreement with arxiv:2002.09888

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09888
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         (gg)
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Before and after CPS correction (VBF)

As in gluon fusion, CPS correction achieves and normalization shape agreement
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Final combination (VBF)

Shown are
VBF bkg (blue),
SM signal (red), SM total (green), 
pseudoscalar sig. (magenta) and total (gold)

Decent agreement with arxiv:2002.09888

As in gg, signal distribution after 
combination agrees with the 
distribution from the individual mass 
points.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09888
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         (VBF)
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VBS LO vs NLO reweighted (m_ZZ)

● Good agreement in m_ZZ for the VBS background component with 
reweighting (blue) or dedicated LO simulation (red)

● Comparison @ LHE level:
○ NLO POWHEG+JHUGen with LO MELA re-weighting (blue)
○ LO JHUGen+MCFM (red)
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VBS LO vs NLO reweighted (       )

● In bins of different masses, p_T^ZZ could differ more substantially
○ Comparison done @ LHE level
○ NLO re-weighting procedure tends to make ZZ system softer
○ p_T^ZZ difference under investigation
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Summary

1. Re-weighting and combination procedures for POWHEG high mass Higgs 
simulation samples are outlined in detail and demonstrated
○ how re-weighting ME ratios can be computed
○ merging of samples with different pole masses to produce a combined, high 

statistics sample

2. Shown comparison between LO VBS simulation and LO ME-re-weighted NLO 
QCD simulation
○ Decent agreement in m_ZZ lineshape


